
Benefits of InPress
If you use Xinet® WebNative® Suite, InPress delivers tools that help you make the most of your digital asset 

management solution. By helping you strengthen client relationships, expand service offerings, and engage 

prospective clients, InPress solutions directly contribute to improving your bottom line results.

InPressive
Broaden and Beautify the WebNative User Experience

InPress Systems’ InPressive is a customizable skin for Xinet’s® WebNative®. As fast as you can make 

a WebNative® user, you can now create a personalized site for a new or existing customer. InPressive 

accentuates WebNative’s® core features and adds a new layer of functionality and navigation options. 

InPressive makes you, your company, and your assets look amazing!

Accelerator
Your Online Print Store

InPress Systems’ Accelerator turns your WebNative® server into an online print portal and document-

ordering solution. With Accelerator, your customers have the tools they need to dynamically create and 

order customized advertising, marketing, and promotional materials 24 hours a day! Creating localized sales 

campaign materials has never been easier. Accelerator enables you to expand your business and attract new 

customers.

InterAct
Order and Deliver Your Assets With Ease

InPress Systems InterAct plugin for Xinet’s® WebNative® adds powerful options for delivering digital assets 

to clients and vendors. Deploy customizable web forms to develop business applications and workflows that 

include asset requests, administrator notification, review, and authorization. Leverage your server’s brute 

force to deliver digital assets in a variety of ways.

InAlias
User Registration Made Easy

InPress Systems’ InAlias plug-in introduces an online user registration process for Xinet’s® WebNative®. 

Forgotten password retrieval, user authentication, and email confirmations with InAlias make WebNative® 

user creation easy and secure enough for your customers to manage themselves. Maximize the power of 

your WebNative® server with InAlias. Save time. Make money.

EnRoute
Real-Time Rules-Based Batch Processing for Folders

EnRoute is a serverside solution that watches folder structures and runs custom queries in the Venture 

database based on schedules or intervals. Located assets can be routed or passed to custom programs. 

EnRoute writes reports, notifies, and updates the Venture database.

InPress Systems - the Swiss Army Knife for Xinet


